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China Orders “Demographic Genocide” Of Minority Races, Then Slaps Sanctions On US
Officials
By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers
A compelling new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today discussing the greatest foreign policy shift in modern American history since the 1930’s,
when the United States ended its global isolation to confront both the National Socialist Workers Party of Germany (Nazi Party) and the Empire of Japan, says that
after last weeks stunning developments that saw US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo addressing the Copenhagen Democracy Summit to declare to European leaders
that “your choice isn’t between Communist China and the United States, it’s between tyranny and freedom”, who was followed by US National Security Advisor
Robert O’Brian addressing the world to openly accuse Communist China of being like the mass murdering regime of the former Soviet Union with his stating: “The
Chinese Communist Party is Marxist-Leninist, and party General Secretary Xi Jinping sees himself as Josef Stalin’s successor”, the Communist Chinese regime
has now viciously struck back—with its first ordering the “demographic genocide” of its Muslim Uighurs and other minority races as part of its sweeping campaign to curb
its Muslim population, while it encourages its Han majority to have more children—and was followed a few hours ago by Communist China introducing measures to slap
travel sanctions on US officials. [Note: Some words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this report are English language approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact
counterpart.]
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According to this report, knowing the grave threat being posed to them President Trump, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has created an entity labeled the “United
Front” that’s directed to ensure the leftist media in the United States is flattering towards China and its policies, which also supports socialist Democrat Party policies that
benefit China and pushes the promotion of these policies—a “United Front” shockingly exposed this month by the United States Department of Justice (DoJ) when it
forced China Daily (the official publication of the CCP) to disclose its hidden ties to American media outlets—which exposed how Communist China has paid
millions-of-dollars to these leftist media outlets to publish propaganda against both President Trump and America—and whose Communist China paid off American
news outlets include the Washington Post, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Los Angeles Times, the Seattle Times, the Atlanta JournalConstitution, the Chicago Tribune, the Houston Chronicle and the Boston Globe—all of whom today are pushing the Communist China make believe fantasy
story absurdly claiming that Russia paid bounties to Taliban forces in Afghanistan to kill US troops.
In President Trump’s battle against his own nation’s leftist mainstream media and political power structure to expose the genocidal crimes of Communist China, this report
details, he stands nearly alone—as did British Prime Minister Winston Churchill in the 1930’s when he repeatedly tried to warn about the grave dangers posed to the
world by Nazi Germany—the near exact historical comparisons of which have now been documented in the just released book titled Trump and Churchill: Defenders of
Western Civilization—that aside from noting the fact that both Trump and Churchill were hated and despised by their nation’s elites, and notes that “Churchill was hated
by his own party, opposition party, and press…feared by the King as reckless, and despised for his bluntness…but unlike Neville Chamberlain, he didn’t
retreat”—shows how Prime Minister Churchill had to even “resort to begging” President Franklin Roosevelt to awaken to the Nazi Germany threat before the entire
world was lost—and factually states the truth that:

Trump and Churchill both fought valiantly to protect Western Civilization, and while fighting different
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forms of tyranny, Trump could very well be to the twenty-first century what Churchill was to the
twentieth.
Both leaders, with seemingly nothing in common, turned their day’s prevailing politics on its head.
In doing so, they both endured shockingly similar battles instigated by the political establishment
seeking their destruction.
Trump and Churchill’s unorthodox approach to both domestic and international relations has rescued
Western Civilization from the brink.

Knowing how “close to the brink” not only Western Civilization is, but the entire world, this report continues, is United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres,
who this past week called for one “Supreme Body of Global Governance” to rule over the entire world “having teeth with an appetite to bite” all who oppose it—that’s
now been followed by German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas admitting a few hours ago that his nation’s relations with the United States are irretrievably broken
with or without Trump being in power---a shocking admission that itself was preceded by German Chancellor Angela Merkel stating that “If Germany doesn’t show
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leadership in Europe, there won’t be a Europe”, that she followed by then issuing a dire warning that: “Europe should brace for a reality in which US is no longer a
world power”.

Fueling such dire warnings about the United States, like those being issued by Chancellor Merkel, this report explains, are socialist forces in America itself, best exampled
by Obama’s former Secretary of State John Kerry—who at last weeks Copenhagen Democracy Summit warned that “there will be a revolution if Trump gets
elected again”, and added “that America can only become a world leader again if former Vice President Joe Biden wins in the November election”—the same
John Kerry whom President Trump has declared “should be prosecuted for meetings with Iranian officials”—and is the same John Kerry everyone knows egged
Iran on to “maybe or maybe not” issue a silly arrest warrant story earlier today against President Trump for the killing of General Soleimani—the true and main
purpose of which, like all socialist tactics, is intended to ignite outrage, hatred and anger against President Trump—which then feeds into the socialist narrative now being
created by such leftist articles like “The Coming 2020 Train Wreck”—that begins with a solemn socialist pronouncement declaring: “If there is one thing everyone can
now agree on, it’s our dubious ability to pull off a free and fair election”—and then terrifyingly warns:

There were protests in the streets after Trump won in 2016.
In the supercharged atmosphere of 2020, we shouldn’t be surprised by riots.
After once again believing he’d inevitably lose and facing another intolerable four years of President
Trump, the left’s shock and despair would be unlike anything either side in our politics has
experienced in memory.
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As to what is going to happen in the 2020 election, though, this report concludes, these socialist forces in America arrayed against President Trump appear to remain mired
in their made-up fantasies and delusions not facing such realities as the evidence showing that “Sleepy Joe is nowhere close to President Trump as the 2020 vote
approaches”—a reality astonishingly buttressed by the “really horrible news for Democrats” that after a month of leftist rioting, looting and arson “Trump’s Approval
with Black Voters Remains at 28%”—but whose best advice for these deranged socialists today is for them to look across the ocean at their comrades in Europe to see
what has just taken place over the past 24-hours—and when viewing would see them looking at the radical socialist nation of France, whose vote yesterday caused President
Emmanuel Macron to express his “concern for the low turnout” that hit an historical low of 41%, though when the final votes were tallied, it showed the participation
rate was even lower at around 34.7%--and came at the same time of yesterdays vote in Russia, where its Christian conservative voter turnout at online voting on
constitutional amendments reached 80%--as well as its coming at the same time as yesterday’s vote in Poland, which 62.9% of its eligible Christian conservative voters
took part in—thus proving that when civilization itself is at stake, sane peoples will always flock to vote for whomever is going to save them from crazed godless socialists—
exactly like the British people did just six short months ago when, in December-2019, they rose up in anger to destroy in an historic wipeout election their socialist
Labour Party and its leader Jeremy Corbyn, along with all of the insane polices these leftists had cooked up in their addled brains—and President Trump
knows he will also do in an even shorter five months time—most particularly because of the headline that says everything one needs to know: “American Leftists Believed
Corbyn’s Inevitable Victory Would Be Their Model”.
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June 29, 2020 © EU and US all rights reserved. Permission to use this report in its entirety is granted under the condition it is linked to its original source at
WhatDoesItMean.Com. Freebase content licensed under CC-BY and GFDL.

[Note: Many governments and their intelligence services actively campaign against the information found in these reports so as not to
alarm their citizens about the many catastrophic Earth changes and events to come, a stance that the Sisters of Sorcha Faal strongly
disagree with in believing that it is every human being’s right to know the truth. Due to our mission’s conflicts with that of those
governments, the responses of their ‘agents’ has been a longstanding misinformation/misdirection campaign designed to discredit us, and
others like us, that is exampled in numerous places, including HERE.]
[Note: The WhatDoesItMean.com website was created for and donated to the Sisters of Sorcha Faal in 2003 by a small group of
American computer experts led by the late global technology guru Wayne Green (1922-2013) to counter the propaganda being used by
the West to promote their illegal 2003 invasion of Iraq.]
[Note: The word Kremlin (fortress inside a city) as used in this report refers to Russian citadels, including in Moscow, having cathedrals
wherein female Schema monks (Orthodox nuns) reside, many of whom are devoted to the mission of the Sisters of Sorcha Faal.]
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